
Deepfreezers



Capacity       Litres 162             260              350      327             370

Nominal tension             V     220          220              220         220           220

Frequency         Hz        50             50                50         50               50

Rated Capacity         W 104        127              158       146             158

Total current                 Amps  1.20         1.10             1.80      1.30         1.80

Adjustable thermostat                 -         Yes          Yes             Yes       Yes          Yes

Refrigerant R-12                      Kg              0.250      0.250          0.250  0.270           0.275

               H (mm)            860         860              860              860        860

Overall Dimensions             W (mm) 672         940             1200   1200      1320

               D (mm)  600        600              600      600       600

Gross weight         Kg  54            60                68                78               80

        Design and specifications are subject to change without prior notice

Single and Twin Door Deepfreezers
CRYSTAL deepfreezers are available as single door and
twin door units. All CRYSTAL deepfreezer models offer a
choice of desirable colours like swan cream and white in
PCM and beige new, white grey and dark grey in VCM.
PCM models use stucco sheet while VCM models use SS
sheet.

Modern Rounded Look
The rounded shape on the inside and the outside of the
deepfreezer not only give it a modern look but also
provides  more contact area between the inner cabinet
and the copper pipe, thus increasing the performance of
the freezer.

Even Refrigeration
The cooling coil winds around the freezer compartment
on all sides, thus ensuring perfectly uniform and constant
low temperature throughout the freezing compartment.
Thus specialized coil is made of copper and is absolutely
corrosion-proof.

Rust & Scratch Proof
CRYSTAL deepfreezers are available with inner lining
made of either aluminum sheet or new SS sheet. They
have a rust and scratch proof surface and a stainless and
odorless lining.

Easily Opened Lid
CRYSTAL uses a special rubber gasket with six small
holes, maintaining the exact temperature inside and
enabling the lid to open easily.

Special Features
New handle with strong grip, increased pipe size to
reduce compressor head pressure, greater thickness of
the foam (50 mm), improved freezer serviceability,
thermoformed top frame instead of extrusion, new light
cover design, rounded hinge cover and specially
designed wheels which make the movement of the
deepfreezer easy.

New Compressor
CRYSTAL deepfreezer is powered by the world’s No. 1
compressor, Danfoss (Germany). This low-noise
compressor is extremely silent and well prepared to face
Pakistani electrical outages. It remains functional on
voltages as low as 170 volts and has an upper limit of 250
volts.

Progressive Products, Absolute Guarantee
For complete customer satisfaction, all CRYSTL
deepfreezers are backed by a 2-year compressor and 1
year parts guarantee.

We’ll Be There When You Nee Us
Excellent hassle-free service is only a phone call away.
Just call the PEL Service Centre in your city and
technician will be at your doorstep the same day.
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